GiGantic MonuMents froM behind the iron curtain

the biGGest statues of the communist dictatorshiP

é

statues froM the coMMunist ProPaGanda

é

stalin’s boots ★ red star store ★

é

the east-gerMan trabant car ★

é

the life of an agent - documentary ★

é

photos froM the revolution of 1956 ★

BUDAPEST XXII DISTRICT (SOUTH BUDA),
CORNER OF BALATONI U. - SZABADKAI U.

ADMISSION TICKETS: 1500 HUF
(with ISIC student card 1000 HUF)

WWW.MEMENTOPARK.HU

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 10 A.M. TILL SUNSET

GIGANTIC MONUMENTS FROM BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN
Memento Park offers an exciting travelling back in time, forgotten statues of the communist dictatorship from behind the Iron Curtain. Gigantism, waving comrades, Stalin’s boots, and the Red Army soldiers. Exhibition of the 1956 revolution and 1989-90 political changes. The barrack-documentary explains the political secret service. How to recruit an agent? Insert a bug? What are the secret surveillance methods? In the vintage gift shop contemporary items, posters and other interesting gifts can be found.

**BACK TO THE PAST**

Ghost of communist dictatorship

On Stalin’s pedestal you can try out the “waving balcony” and feel what it was like to be a communist party leader in those old days on big communist holidays and festivals.

**MEETING WITH LENIN**

In the shadow of public statues from the communist dictatorship you can experience what it was like to sit in a Trabant car, you can also „phone” Lenin, Stalin, Mao, Che Guevara and many more former party leaders.

**GIGATONS OF THE SOCIALIST REALISM**

Within Memento Park, Statue Park itself is one of the most unique tourist destinations in Budapest, and also it has great photo opportunities for the visitors. It is an exciting and special place to visit when you are in Budapest.

**RED STAR TOUR**

Guided tour and transfer all in one price with this leaflet

From downtown Budapest every day at 11am (return at 1pm). Departure from the stop bearing „Memento Park” timetable, next to the sightseeing buses from Deák Square (Déák tér, Metro Nº 1,2,3) in the centre of Budapest. In 2014 Memento Park welcomes its history buff visitors with a fantastic offer. If you take our Direct bus transfer you can attend the informative English speaking guided tour as extra/gratis upon showing the coupon from the front page. This is an unmissable opportunity that is available until 03.11.2014.

Tickets: 4900 HUF/pers (with ISIC student card: 3500 HUF/person) this price includes return fare, admission to Memento Park and also an English speaking 40 minutes long guided tour. Tickets can be purchased on the bus.